Thailand Key Economic and Financial Indicators

TH: 3M Time Deposits Rate: Daily Value (Commercial Banks*)

TH: Government Bond Yields: Daily Value

Government Bond Yields: Sep 24, 2021

TH: Government Bond Yields: Daily Value

TH: Government Bond Yields: Daily Value

TH: SET: Daily Index

TH: SET100: Daily Index

TH: SET50: Daily Index

TH: SET: Daily Trading Value

*Lowest and highest of BBL, KTB, SCB, KBANK and BAY
Thailand Key Economic and Financial Indicators

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio
  - Services
  - Real Estate Activities
  - Construction

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Paddy Production:** Monthly Index (2005=100)

- **TH: Rubber Production:** Monthly Index (2005=100)

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: Capacity Utilized and Derived:** Monthly Value

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number

- **TH: NPL:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Manufacturing Production:** Monthly Index

- **TH: SML:** Quarter-End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Real Estate Activities:** End Value and Ratio

- **TH: Labour Force:** Quarterly Number
Thailand Key Economic and Financial Indicators

TH: DOE Job Vacancies: Monthly Number

TH: YTD Average

TH: Private Consumption: Monthly Index

Index (2010=100)

TH: YTD Average

TH: Electrical Consumption: Monthly Volume

Volume YTD Average

TH: YTD Average

TH: High Speed Diesel Domestic Sales: Monthly Volume

Volume YTD Average

TH: YTD Average

TH: Gasohol 95 Domestic Sales: Monthly Volume

Mn Litre

TH: YTD Average

TH: Foreign Tourist: Monthly Number

Persons

TH: YTD Average

TH: Tourism Receipts: Monthly Value

Bn THB

TH: YTD Average

TH: Value Added Tax: Monthly Value

Bn THB

Note: From Oct 20, data are not available.
Thailand Key Economic and Financial Indicators

TH: Private Investment: Monthly Index

[Graph showing TH: Private Investment: Monthly Index]

TH: Export: Monthly Value

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value]

TH: Export: Monthly Value (Manufactured Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value (Manufactured Goods)]

TH: Export: Monthly Value (Agricultural Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value (Agricultural Goods)]

TH: Export: Monthly Value (Consumer Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value (Consumer Goods)]

TH: Export: Monthly Value (Capital Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value (Capital Goods)]

TH: Export: Monthly Value (Intermediate Goods and Raw Materials)

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value (Intermediate Goods and Raw Materials)]

TH: Export: Monthly Value (Fuel)

[Graph showing TH: Export: Monthly Value (Fuel)]

TH: Import: Monthly Value

[Graph showing TH: Import: Monthly Value]

TH: Import: Monthly Value (Capital Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Import: Monthly Value (Capital Goods)]

TH: Import: Monthly Value (Intermediate Goods and Raw Materials)

[Graph showing TH: Import: Monthly Value (Intermediate Goods and Raw Materials)]

TH: Import: Monthly Value (Fuel)

[Graph showing TH: Import: Monthly Value (Fuel)]

TH: Import: Monthly Value (Consumer Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Import: Monthly Value (Consumer Goods)]

TH: Import: Monthly Value (Manufactured Goods)

[Graph showing TH: Import: Monthly Value (Manufactured Goods)]
TH: External Debt: % of International Reserve

TH: Public and Household Debt: % of GDP

TH: COVID-19: Daily Number of Patients (New Case)

TH: COVID-19: Day-End Number of Patients (Active Case)

TH: COVID-19: Day-End Number of Patients (Critical Case)

TH: COVID-19: Daily Number of Patients (Death)